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ABSTRACT
The tragic earthquake of 1908 affects the area of the Strait already strongly proven in previous centuries and with its destructions, first,
and reconstructions, after, makes the city of Messina a field of verification of previous construction solutions and experimentation of
"innovative" technical, new methods of calculation and ad hoc regulations.
Through archival documents, technical reports, publications of the time, standards issued for reconstruction, the article analyses the pre
and post earthquake situation of 1908, with particular attention to the composition of lands, sub−layers, foundations and of the struc−
tures in elevation. In particular, it lingers on the Via Risorgimento area, which has a rich palimpsest of techniques and shrewdness of
that period.

1. INTRODUCTION
A succession of earthquakes interfered with the ur−
ban development of Messina, which can be defined as
a town of multiple foundations and re−foundations. In
the “modern” age we can remember those related to the
years 1693, 1783, 1894, and 1908, cornerstones of trans−
formations characterized by different geotechnical,
stylistic, technical−constructive, and cultural choices.
The first event, with epicenter in Noto on 11th Jan−
uary 1693, creates the occasion for rethinking of a late
Renaissance city, almost a rarity in a widely Arab−Nor−
man or Greek−Byzantine Sicily, included within a less
and less defensive and more excise walls, in which, to−
gether with commercial traffic, the effect of flows of artists
and Tuscan workers was registered: Camillo Camilliani,
Giovanangelo Montorsoli, and Andrea Calamecca are

among the best known.
Two interventions characterized the aspect of Messi−
na: in 1576 the opening of Via Austria from Piazza Duo−
mo to the Royal Palace goes beyond the medieval dis−
tricts in favour of bourgeois wings, sculptural fountains,
and commemorative statues; in 1622 the regulations is−
sued by the viceroy Emanuele Filiberto of Savoia for the
redevelopment of the harbour docks through the re−
placement of the medieval curtain with the “Palazzata”,
an architectural front extended over a kilometer, with 13
blocks joined by 18 monumental gates, based on a uni−
tary design by Antonio Ponzello.
The actions undertaken after the earthquake of 1693
amplify the image of a baroque town, with the creation
or the stylistic transformation of a significant number
of churches by the religious Orders that had settled in
Messina since the end of the sixteenth century; the squares
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in front of these constructions were enlarged or enriched
and some streets were rectified to favour scenographic
wings or perspective backdrops [Aricò, 2014].
This is the appearance of the town surprised again
by the earthquake of 5th February 1783, whose relevant
effects were faced with a conservative approach. Indeed,
the first “anti−seismic” prescriptions were formulated by
the mathematician Andrea Gallo for the entire urban fab−
ric as the basis for the reconstruction plan, drawn up by
the military engineer Gianfrancesco Arena. The lines of
intervention were summarized as follows: 1. preserv−
ing the ancient historical road system, 2. intersecting the
pre−existing urban fabric with a series of roads that
would serve as escape routes, 3. designing a new “Palaz−
zata”, as a symbol of the town and its harbour, and re−
alizing the behind Via Ferdinanda; 4. restoring the me−
dieval districts also through a new road system; 5. pro−
viding urban expansion to the north [Aricò, 1988; Are−
na et al, 2018].
Lights and shadows, therefore, in the stratification of
a “safe” urban design that should have maintained aes−
thetics and identity of the existing town. The historical
road system that included five “main streets” was restated
but expanded only where possible, the escape routes re−
quired a greater transversal fragmentation of the urban
fabric and of the project of a second “Palazzata” that had
to represent the fulcrum of continuity for the collective
memory. On the ruins of the previous one, sometimes ex−
ploiting its foundations, the construction site was start−
ed in 1803 on a project by Giacomo Minutoli; he pro−

posed again, with neoclassical language, the architec−
tural body along the dock, regularizing the building with
the opening of Via Ferdinanda in this way determining
a behind façade and creating a double number of en−
trance doors / escape routes compared to the previous
one, equal to 36, main and secondary, to give access to
citizens towards the sea (Arena et al, 2018).
Once the “historical” town had been settled, it was nec−
essary to foresee its expansion beyond the town walls,
in agricultural areas, therefore not compromised by rub−
ble, which became the object of a long debate that end−
ed with the drafting of an expansion plan in the area of
the Moselle in the south part approved with Regio De−
creto (RD_Royal Decree) 02/21/1869. A further urban
growth, required beyond the walls to the north, was dis−
tributed along the sea route with summer residences where
the Liberty style was experimented in Messina.
Therefore, the town of the nineteenth century pre−
sented a modern appearance, with mobility infrastruc−
tures that overlapped the historical ones in the north−
south direction and with new escape routes in the east−
west direction, towards the sea and on the different tor−
rents that were covered, Portalegni, Boccetta, Trapani,
S. Francesco di Paola.
This system proved to be vulnerable during the earth−
quake of 1908, both because the most aggressive threat
to the urban fabric came precisely from the sea, and be−
cause large areas for the collection of citizens in safe−
ty were absent; moreover some buildings were close to
the torrents or on pre−existing bottoms.

FIGURE 1. Excerpts from the IGM survey of 1909−10 and of 1909−11 on the south expansion area (via Risorgimento). A compar−
ison between the two topographic survey highlights some inconsistencies because the second does not repeat the defi−
nition "usable", assimilating this and the attribution "usable in part" in the category more vague of "damaged”. [Messina
distrutta col piano baraccato, Rilievo IGM 1909−1910 (up); Pianta della città di Messina e dintorni con le linee del Pi−
ano Regolatore, Rilievo IGM 1909−1911(down)].
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FIGURE 2. The cuts on Via Risorgimento in the survey of the Ufficio Speciale delle Espropriazioni. Below details of the interven−
tion to be carried out in the block 144 / comp V. [ASC−Me / USE−IV, Faldone 43 (up) and Faldone 106 (down)]. A re−
cent examination of the surviving heritage, still present in the urban fabric of Messina (not replaced by building after
World War II), has indexed the following blocks/sector: bl.109; bl.110/s.III; bl.121/s.I; bl.133; bl.144/s.I; bl.145/s.III;
bl.154/s.II; bl.171/s.II; bl.274A; bl.310/s.II; bl.465/s.II−III; bl.478; bl.487/s.IV.

Yet in spite of what is narrated by several bibliographic
sources, the recent consultation of an unprecedented
archival fund, at the Municipal Historical Archives of
Messina (containing the practices drawn up by the USE
− Ufficio Speciale delle Espropriazioni for the applica−
tion of the reconstruction plan elaborated by Luigi Borzì
in 1911 has allowed us to highlight a less ruinous sce−
nario: the engineers of the Surveyor’s Department office,
called to write up the reports of consistency of damages
for the valuation of real estate to be allocated to streets,
squares, blocks, described the building units mainly as “ful−
ly usable” or “partially usable” in the face of a smaller num−
ber of declarations of uselessness [Arena et al., 2018].
A photograph of the situation the day after the earth−
quake can be deduced from the map−making designed
to assess the damage extent: a first survey carried out
by the Istituto Geografico Militare [IGM 1909−1910] on
behalf of the Municipality of Messina distinguished build−
ings destroyed, usable in part, and usable; in a slightly
later map, dated 31st March 1911, the IGM reported de−

stroyed, half−destroyed, and damaged buildings, under
the blocks of the just drawn up Borzì Plan.
Hence, the significant number of surviving buildings
in the areas of expansion to the north and south of the
town, settled in the second half of the nineteenth cen−
tury, does not surprise. Their concentration proposes a
very interesting field of investigation to give some an−
swers about the anti−seismic culture that, early in twen−
tieth century, could be inferred from the practice or de−
fined by theoretical studies and normative prescriptions.
As a representative sample for the undertaken anal−
ysis, the Via Risorgimento has been identified, from Via
Santa Marta to Via Cannizzaro (Portalegni torrent), with
a view extended to the parallel streets, as it offers a reper−
toire of variegated and plural technical−constructive so−
lutions and allows to study: the foundations and eleva−
tion structures that resisted earthquakes and the way they
were reinforced; the solutions adopted for the reinte−
gration of the cuts imposed by the Borzì plan; the con−
structive systems adopted in the substitutions of dam−
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aged buildings (even if they could be used in whole or
in part) in the following phases of the reconstruction, ac−
cording to theoretical convictions and changeable nor−
mative indications; the storeys built on to buildings of
the 1950s and the substitutions, sometimes unjustified,
of the second post−war period.

2. DEBATES ON CHOICES TO BE MADE AFTER
THE EARTHQUAKE OF 1908
The anti−seismic culture has strengthened in the Cal−
abrian−Sicilian area in the first decade of the twenti−
eth century, to be then exported elsewhere, according
to non−linear paths that clashed with prejudices and ig−
norance, urgencies and procedures, professionalism, and
speculations.
A synthesis of the doubts encountered in tackling the
reconstruction theme returns the uncertainties of a pe−
riod in which synchronic and diachronic considerations
followed the debate; the latter contributed to the devel−
opment of theories and practices to ensure resistance to
the earthquake actions, not scientifically known yet at
the beginning of the century.
The first and most significant controversy about the
opportunity to settle again the affected towns where they
were and how they were comes back to every catastro−
phe, even recently. Also for Messina the pros and cons
of the various options were discussed, concluding for the
maintenance of the historical fabric as a support on which
superimposing an “anti−seismic” urban design. The two

Royal Commissions, one scientific−seismological and the
other technical−constructive, entrusted with the assess−
ment of the earthquake effects, were agreed in recognizing
the cause of the collapses in the absence of already well−
established precautions such as an appropriate founda−
tions system, the use of good building materials, the cor−
rect too things of masonries [Bertolaso et al, 2008; Mi−
raglia, 1920; Valenti 1909, 1922]. The damage census,
carried out with a spot check by the seismologist Mario
Baratta, but also by Giuseppe Mercalli and Secondo
Franchi, on how much was still usable, revealed some
widespread negligences identified in: a wrong position−
ing of the chains; the use of poor quality mortars for ir−
regular masonries; an inadequate connection among
load−bearing walls and among these, floors and roofs
[Baratta, 1919, Franchi, 1909, Mercalli, 1910]. Many ar−
ticles, taken from specialized publications − Giornale del
Genio Civile, Il Monitore Tecnico, Giornale del cemen−
to − restated that disasters were related to the construction
way, already weakened by previous seismic events and
that, where repairs or buildings had been erected in com−
pliance with the provisions in the field (after the earth−
quakes of 1783, 1894, 1905), they had resisted all sub−
sequent earthquakes.
Yet once again it was decided to preserve, as far as pos−
sible, the existing road system and, up to the 1920s, also
a substantial part of buildings declared usable, in whole
or in part. We have recognized an attempt of unprecedented
urban redefinition, which preserves, repairs, restores, con−
solidates, reconstructs parts or the whole but with the in−
tent of taking root in the pre−earthquake urban fabric.

FIGURE 3. Background layers and archaeological remains in the city: the difference in height around the Catalan church (left) and
the Roman antiquarium in the courtyard of the Town Hall (right). [Photos of the authors]
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FIGURE 4. Patents on foundations with "dumpers" (on the left Mario Viscardini No. 10044, Genoa 30.01.1909) and on rigid foun−
dations (on the right Giuseppe Marucchi and Arturo Bruttini No. 100480, Rome 10.02.1909). [ACS−Rm].

For road extensions the procedure was to propose, when
possible from one side, a cut of buildings, even when not
damaged, in compliance with the alignments provided by
the Borzì Plan; the owners, to whom portions of build−
ings were expropriated, obstinately secured the surviv−
ing ones, rebuilt their fronts and continued to live there.
This practice generated non−virtuous and certainly
vulnerable behaviours in the discontinuities introduced
between the pre−existing wall system and the rebuilt part
in reinforced concrete (inadequate correlations, differ−
ent static behaviours, etc.). Interventions of strengthen−
ing are still evident in the pre−earthquake building frag−
ments recognizable along Via Risorgimento (and the par−
allel streets) for distributive−functional model (mixed−
type: residence−shop with mezzanine) and for con−
struction techniques (stone masonries with strips and lit−
tle brick walls).
The relevant problem of rubble and foundations was faced
in a superficial way, at both private and institutional level.
In case of total or partial expropriation of buildings that
hindered the execution of the Borzì Plan, owners had to
provide for demolition and removal of all materials of which
they remained in possession. Passed sixty days by the no−
tification without results, the Municipality intervened to
continue the operations and appropriated the remains.
The foundations, on which ruins and rubble burdened,
remained submerged under fills; they brought the new
level to rise above the original even a couple of meters
on average and the new foundations to conflict with un−
certain stratifications.

It is not infrequent to see in Messina the “pre−earth−
quake” towns in the “archaeological” excavation areas of
the San Giacomo church, near to the Cathedral, in the Ro−
man remains emerging in the inner courtyard of City Hall
or in the portions of the Jesuit College that could be vis−
ited among foundations of the University buildings.
As further proof of this confused and permissive prac−
tice, from the technical reports of the repair and/or re−
construction projects consulted at the State Archives of
Messina [Fund Genio Civile−Servizio Terremoto], it is clear
that the foundations of the collapsed buildings were ex−
amined, in case of excellent conditions, they were conserved,
reused and eventually integrated with a “concrete slab of
fat lime, pozzolan and granite stones” [AS−Me, Genio
Civile−Servizio Terremoto: block 123/sector I, bl. 110/s. III].
Even the regulations, at least at the end of the 1920s,
considered possible the use of pre−existing foundations
if they did not show damages or deficiencies [articles 27
and 32 of R.D. 1912/1080], without reflecting on mate−
rials, dimensions and congruence with the elevation struc−
ture. The provision to evaluate these parameters appeared
only in the R.D. 1937/431, at the art. 32. In case of in−
adequacy, foundations had to be demolished, repaired or
reinforced with appropriate measures to be submitted to
the competent Surveyor’s Department office to which the
approval was due.
It was a clarification perhaps necessary owing to the
arbitrariness with which buildings were erected on the
remains of demolitions, without the prudence due to se−
curity purposes.
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FIGURE 5. Technical report extract. [AS−Me, Isolato 123: Busta
223, Posizione 3598−99].

Another reason of “scientific” conflict was about the
structural concept of anti−seismic foundations to be
adopted: rigid or damped system. This too is a theme that
returns to the present day.
A significant number of patents issued between 1909
and 1911 mainly proposed rollers, spheres, springs,
slipping plates or any technical solution to dissipate the
earthquake effects by disconnecting the foundations struc−
ture from the elevation one [ACS−Rm, Patents 1909−1012].
They were rejected by seismologists, geologists, en−
gineers and institutions that should have supported the
conceptual definition of the anti−seismic culture, ow−
ing to difficulties of execution and high costs, their main−
tenance and durability over time; even if they recognized
a better theoretical profile than the rigid systems in re−
inforced concrete. These were preferred and widely sug−
gested because it was believed that they responded in
agreement with elevation to the earthquake effects, mov−
ing without damaging or producing injuries in the el−
evation structures.
A citation, functional to demonstrate this assumption,
came from the conclusion of the report drawn up by the
Geological Commission of the United States after the San
Francisco earthquake of 18th April 1906, which faith−
fully enunciated: “concrete, and mainly the reinforced
one, because of its great resistance and its continuity
proved that it is the most satisfying (anti−seismic) ma−
terial. Its monolithic structure gives a material with a
wonderfully resistance to the shakes, since it moves all
of a piece [...] “[Flament, 1909]”.
Thus, the choice of a foundation structure rigidly linked

1

to the elevation one was generalized, and therefore it was
able to guarantee the connection of the building to the
ground. This result could be obtained by laying foun−
dations directly on compact rock or on solid ground but,
in the absence of these conditions and depending on the
“inclination to subside” of the terrain, it was adopted a
“raft foundation” or in any case “beams connecting the
pillars to the base” [Unione Edilizia Messinese, 1917] con−
stituted by rigid elements.
Sometimes the entire basement or semi−basement,
made up of reinforced concrete walls connected by a raft
to the base and a floor at the top, constituted a foun−
dation with a very rigid “empty raft” and with the fur−
ther advantage of lowering the centre of the building
[Fiandaca, 2014].
About the “theoretical” possibility, considered the real
quantity of rubble and previous stratifications, to insert,
between the foundation structure and the ground, a bed
of sand or debris to which giving the role of dampen−
ing seismic actions, the studies were too superficial to
be able to consider this as a valid solution.
The debate was proposed again for the elevation struc−
ture about the constructional systems to be considered as
anti−seismic. The uncertainties were registered in the ar−
duous normative path that highlights, in the proposals for−
mulated in 1909, 1912, 1913, 1917, 1924, and 1935, the
prejudices that accompanied the diffusion of reinforced
concrete as a material with an “anti−seismic vocation”.
Comparing the constructive systems allowed in the first
normative formulation, and in the revisions resulting from
the contribution of reflections and suggestions of addi−
tions and amendments [La Rassegna Tecnica, jun−jul−
nov 1912], a terminological confusion is perceived that
is probably the reflection of a conceptual one.
The R.D. 1909/193 considered, without any exclu−
sion, all the structural options, from traditional to in−
novative ones:
art. 71
Gli ediﬁci debbono essere costruiti con sistemi tali da
comprendere un’ossatura di membrature di legno, di
ferro, di cemento armato o di muratura armata capaci
di resistere contemporaneamente a sollecitazioni di
compressione, trazione e taglio. Esse debbono formare
un’armatura di per sé stante dalle fondamenta al tetto,
saldamente collegata con le strutture orizzontali

art. 7_ Regio Decreto 1909/193 - Buildings must be built with systems such as to include a skeleton of wood, iron, masonry with diffuse reinforcement or reinforced concrete, that are capable of withstand stresses from compression, traction and cutting. They must form a self-supporting structure from the foundations to the roof, that is firmly connected with the horizontal structures and containing in its meshes the material that forms the wall.
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portanti (solai, terrazzi e tetti) e che contenga nelle
sue riquadrature, oppure racchiuda nelle sue maglie,
il materiale formante parete, o vi sia immersa.
art. 132
Per i sistemi intelaiati o baraccati è obbligatorio uno
almeno dei mezzi di irrigidimento seguenti:
a connessioni rigide delle membrature nei punti di
incrocio;
b collegamenti diagonali o controventi;
c riempimento o rivestimento di struttura tale da opporsi
efﬁcacemente alle deformazioni.
art. 143
Per riempimento o rivestimento, nelle costruzioni
intelaiate o baraccate, sono ammesse le strutture
seguenti:
a muratura armata, animata od ingabbiata, od
altrimenti consolidata specialmente quando
costituisce mezzo di irrigidimento:
b pareti semplici o doppie di lastre naturali o
artiﬁciali, di reti metalliche intonacate, di tavolati
di legno iniettati o rivestit, o di qualunque altro
materiale che presenti solidità, leggerezza e sia
immune, per quanto è possibile, dall’azione del
fuoco e dell’umidità atmosferica.
The urgency with which the Regio Decreto was issued
did not give time to mature and study the different construction methods. Hence a succession of interpretations,
experiments, revisions that led, with different outcomes
but not for this more reasonable, before the draft of 1912
and then the Testo Unico (Sigle Text) of 1913.
In the review [art. 8 Regio Decreto 1912/1080; art.
192 Testo Unico R.D. 1913/1261] we read:
Gli ediﬁci debbono essere costruiti con muratura
armata o con muratura animata o con sistemi tali
da comprendere un’ossatura di membrature di legno,
di ferro o di muratura armata o di muratura
animata capaci di resistere contemporaneamente a
sollecitazioni di compressione, trazione e taglio. Essi
debbono formare un’armatura completa di per sé

stante dalle fondamenta al tetto, saldamente collegata
con le strutture orizzontali portanti (solai, terrazzi,
tetti) e che sia o immersa nel materiale formante
parete o lo contenga nelle sue riquadrature, oppure
lo racchiuda nelle sue maglie, e sia con esso
saldamente collegata.4
The “reinforced concrete structure” disappears, and becomes muratura animata (reinforced masonry), thus ratifying no longer a frame concept but a wall system with
horizontal and vertical elements in reinforced concrete.
This hypothesis is conﬁrmed, in redeﬁning the art. 12,
by the suppression of point a) which provided for the possibility of erecting structures composed of frames with
rigid nodes. The coming in succession of prescribed technical solutions continued to betray the ﬂuctuating
dilemma between a constructive tradition that was mastered and the task of innovation that intimidated.
The structural types continued to be discussion topics for a decade, repeating them with very small variations in the normative precepts that followed one other [art. 8 Regio Decreto 1915/573; art. 2 Decreto Luogotenenziale 906/1916; art. 211 Decreto Legge Luogotenenziale 1399/1917].
In the entry “prescribed masonries”, we continue
reading:
Gli ediﬁci debbono essere costruiti con muratura
armata o con muratura animata o con sistemi tali da
comprendere un’ossatura di ferro, o di muratura
armata o di muratura animata, capace di resistere
contemporaneamente a sollecitazioni di compressione,
trazione e taglio.
E’ ammessa l’ossatura di membrature di legno,
purché bene stagionato, per le case col solo pianterreno.
Le ossature debbono formare un’armatura completa
di per sé stante dalle fondamenta al tetto, saldamente
collegata con le strutture orizzontali portanti (solai,
terrazzi, tetti) e che sia od immersa nel materiale
formante parete o lo contenga nelle sue riquadrature,
oppure lo racchiuda nelle sue maglie, e sia con esso

2

art .13_ Regio Decreto 1909/193 - For framed systems it is mandatory at least one of the following stiffening means: a) rigid connections of the structural elements in the nodes; b) diagonal or bracing connections; c) filling or coating of such structure for effectively oppose the deformations.
3

art.14_Regio Decreto 1909/193 - The following structures are permitted for filling or cladding in the constructions framed systems: a) reinforced, animated or caged masonry, or otherwise consolidated, especially when it is a means of stiffening: b) simple or double walls of natural or artificial slabs, of plastered metal nets, of wood plank or of any other material that
has lightness, solidity and has immune as far as possible from the action of fire and humidity atmospheric.
4 art .8_Regio Decreto 1912/1080; art. 192_Testo Unico R.D. 1913/1261 - The buildings must be constructed with masonry with diffuse reinforcement or reinforced masonry or with systems
that include a framework of wood, iron or masonry with diffuse reinforcement or reinforced masonry, capable of simultaneously withstanding compression, traction and shear stresses.
They must form a complete armature, self-standing, from the foundations to the roof, firmly connected with the horizontal load-bearing structures (floors, terraces, roofs) and that is immersed in the wall forming material or that containing it in its squares or enclosed in its meshes.
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saldamente collegata.5
The reinforced concrete with rigid nodes appears again
in the 1924 regulations (R.D. 2089/1924).
The supporters affirmed that the reinforced concrete,
in addition to its great qualities of resistance, continu−
ity, elasticity and incombustibility, offered a high resis−
tance to the “earthquake actions “by virtue of its ho−

1909; Fiandaca, 2014].
The detractors stigmatised the constructive procedure
that prevented controlling the installation of the quan−
tities evaluated by calculations which were anyway still
under development in light of seismic emergencies. The
uncertainties spread, besides to the quantity to be con−
sidered for an adequate mechanical response, also to the

FIGURE 6. The types of structures for "anti−seismic" foundations realized for the economic houses program managed by the UEM
in the first years of the reconstruction: basic rigid frame; detail of the concrete steel foundations; reinforced concrete
bed; slabs of hollow foundations. [Unione Edilizia Messinese, 1917]

mogeneity; the latter allowed the unit of vibration and
acceleration, main and essential factor for the preservation
of buildings in the event of an earthquake. Its charac−
teristic of being monolithic was exalted, guaranteed in−
stead of heterogeneous solutions with more overlapping
or placed against materials, more or less well assembled;
on this peculiarity it was concentrated every reasoning
that led to the conclusion that the reinforced concrete,
judiciously studied and applied, was the only construc−
tive procedure “susceptible, if not to avoid totally the great
cataclysms of the globe, at least to mitigate them to the
greatest extent” [ACS−Rm, Patents 1909−1912, Flament,

5

quality of the composite material; about the latter, the
concrete composition and the type of reinforcement had
to be evaluated to ensure the best possible synergy, able
to optimize the mechanical response and to evade de−
fects of the parts (ingredients, constituents) individual−
ly considered.
The fears derived: from the incompetence of workers in
correctly placing the reinforcing steel, mainly in the nodes;
from the impossibility to carry out corrections after the con−
crete pouring that required informed and timely checks;
from the lack of means to evaluate the earthquake mag−
nitude and especially from the shortage of theories for−

art 8_Regio Decreto 1915/573; art. 2_Decreto Luogotenenziale 906/1916; art. 211_Decreto Legge Luogotenenziale 1399/1917 - The buildings must be constructed with masonry with diffuse
reinforcement or reinforced masonry or with systems that include a framework of iron or masonry with diffuse reinforcement or reinforced masonry, capable of simultaneously withstanding compressive, tensile and shear stresses.
The framework of wooden membering is allowed, as long as it is well seasoned, for houses with only the ground floor.
The skeleton must form a complete armature, self-standing from the foundations to the roof, firmly connected with the horizontal load-bearing structures (floors, terraces, roofs) and
wich is immersed in the wall forming material or that containing it in its squares or else enclosed in its meshes.
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FIGURE 7. The construction systems for "anti−seismic" elevation structures permitted by the regulations in the subsequent emana−
tions: frames of steel (1909 et seq.); reinforced masonry (from 1912 to 1924); reinforced concrete frames with diagonal
bracings (1909); frames in reinforced concrete with rigid knots (1909 and then since 1924).

mulations able to translate the phenomenon into a cor−
rect prevision of type, extent and distribution of rein−
forcements [ACS−Rm, Brevetti 1909− 1912, Fiandaca, 2014].
It needed confronting with a variegated cultural back−
ground, constantly evolving, with vocation to empiri−
cism and conditioned by decision−making and fashion
pressures of different competences: scientific, institutional,
professional, and operational.
The evolution of reinforced concrete finds in Messi−
na, in its application to structural types, different “anti−
seismic” development models if we consider realizations
in three different periods of reconstruction: before 1922;
from 1922 to 1939; after 1939 to which the following mo−
tivations correspond respectively: scientific scepticism,
ministerial constraints, and autarchic prohibitions.
A walk along Via Risorgimento, among surviving pre−
earthquake buildings, additions of the early 1920s, substi−
tutions imposed by the reconstruction accelerated during

the Fascist regime, repairs after the second post−war pe−
riod, and new buildings of the 1980s, offers a fundamen−
tal opportunity to follow this technical−constructive path.

3. THE TECHNICAL-CONSTRUCTION LESSON
WRITTEN ON VIA RISORGIMENTO
The extent of damage caused by an earthquake de−
pends on different causes; the most important are the mu−
tual connections among the energy of a seismic action,
the nature of ground and of the layer involved in foun−
dations, and the type of elevation structures.
Alluvial deposits, for example, amplify the effects of
seismic waves and maybe this was a relevant factor for
Messina because the town is crossed from east to west
by a network of torrents that report the presence of un−
stable and incoherent grounds on which entire districts

FIGURE 8. Via Risorgimento – Via Nino Bixio, a surviving nineteenth−century building in block 121 / sector III.
[Photos of the authors]
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FIGURE 9. Structural restoration project for the block 121/ sector I with a caging of the existing building system masonry carried
out by reinforced concrete elements. [AS−Me, Isolato 121: Busta 463, Posizione 34055]

were founded. Also the surface aquifers can have influ−
enced the intensification and the propagation of oscil−
lations.
The lithological constitution induced different re−
sponses to the earthquake in the western part of the town:
where the Pliocene formations were present, there were
great ruins, while in the Miocene ones damages were mi−
nor. Where crystalline formation emerged, in the south−
ern area, even smaller collapses were registered.
It is here that the Via Risorgimento is placed, an al−
most exhaustive palimpsest of the evolution of an anti−
seismic culture that strengthen between the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries. There are buildings that survived
the earthquake and were consolidated according to the
19th century “tradition” or reinforced according to the

“innovation” of the twentieth one; others were realized
with the constructive systems from time to time coher−
ent with current regulations; others had repairs or re−
placements made after the Second World War.
A first analysis, led on an urban scale and on the re−
peated surveys drawn up by the IGM from 1909 to 1911,
allowed us to understand the real outcomes of the earth−
quake, which confirm for this area a significant presence
of “damaged” but not devastated buildings, “ruined or
semi−ruined”.
A further assessment of the operative strategies re−
sulting from these surveys was carried out, on a build−
ing scale, consulting the correspondence produced by the
USE − Ufficio Speciale delle Espropriazioni (Special Of−
fice for the Expropriations) of the Messina’s Municipal−

FIGURE 10. Via Risorgimento−Via Camiciotti, a surviving nineteenth−century building in block 133. [Photos of the authors]
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FIGURE 11. A survey on peculiarities of the nineteenth century "mixed type" buildings, observed in the surviving constructions.
[Processing of the authors]

ity. The Surveyor’s Department engineers described the
extent of damage of each housing unit to estimate what
was necessary to expropriate to allow the execution of
the Borzì Plan that overlapped a new urban fabric to the
previous one, following the anti−seismic requirements
imposed by the Regio Decreto 193/1909 (Royal Decree
with its modifications and additions).
The simultaneous presence of the two fabrics, the ex−
isting one and the expected one, revealed that it was nec−
essary to decide what to do in the presence of “damaged”
buildings but usable in part or entirely, which interfered
with the extension prescribed for the neighbouring streets,
and what to propose for the elevations above the two per−
mitted floors, that even if not damaged were considered
with an high seismic vulnerability.
USE imposed the cut of building portions that went
beyond the alignment expected by the blocks of the Borzì
Plan, which were expropriated and reimbursed. The own−
ers, in contrast to any criterion of static safety, (para−
doxically) in compliance with the rules, worked to re−
build the demolished wings on the edge of the new road
and to provide for the too things with the existing ma−
sonries.
Along Via Risorgimento the operation was suggest−
ed for buildings “usable in part” that insisted on blocks
121, 144, 152 (corner via Santa Marta), 191 (corner via
27 Luglio), 192, and declared destroyed on the blocks 143,
152 (corner via Maddalena), 171, 191 (corner via Nico−
la Fabrizi), 219.
A representative intervention, among those with sim−
ilar conditions and widespread in the town, is the one
shown in the project filed at the State Archives of Messi−

na, Fund Genio Civile − Servizio Terremoto (Civil En−
gineers − Earthquake Service) for the block 121.
The cut or collapsed portions were restored with a sol−
id brick wall system up to the second level and above
with a perforated bricks one, with strengthening made
of horizontal and vertical reinforced concrete elements.
In order to fulfil the normative requirements con−
cerning the prescribed maximum heights, the upper floors
of buildings included within the block 133, which still
shows the support shelves of the third level balconies,
and within the blocks 134, 143, 144, 171, which present
a flat roof in reinforced concrete, were demolished.

4. CONCLUSIONS
No one questioned about the reasons that avoided the
collapse of buildings partially surviving the 1908 earth−
quake, located in the nineteenth−century expansion ar−
eas of the town.
We want to dwell on these architectures, also present
in via Risorgimento, expression of an entrepreneurial
middle class − called “mixed type” because they super−
imposed to a group of residences−shops a type with mas−
ter houses − and try to provide some answers on the pe−
culiarities that allowed to oppose an adequate resistance
to the earthquake effects.
The first one, of a geotechnical nature, can be inter−
cepted precisely in the foundations system made up of
masonries with a thickness slightly higher than that of
the elevation structure but which brought back a very
reduced load directly on the rock.
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The second one, of typological nature, concerns the
presence of a mezzanine floor that in the “structural ge−
ometry” of these buildings lowered the barycentre of
masses.
The third one, of a constructive nature, is to be as−
cribe to the wall system classified as a masonry “in heap
of stones with brick lists and little walls”, a further char−
acteristic of the province of Messina.
It is a conglomerate, composed of lime mortar and
stone pieces of variable dimensions, listed horizontally
and divided vertically by clay−bricks that form a grid with
staggered meshes and transversely wedge the entire wall.
This type of masonry can be considered as “anti−seis−
mic” by virtue of an “homogeneous response” to exter−
nal actions, due to the properly made construction −
which guarantees a uniform distribution of loads and
without preferential paths − and an “elastic response”,
due to the weaving with brick lists and little walls − which
opposes a good flexibility in the settlement induced by
the shakes both “sussultatory” and “undulatory”. In fact,
it is necessary to underline the best behaviour of this wall
texture not only for actions in the plan of the principal
masonry walls (sussultatory/vertical) but also for actions
outside the plane (undulatory/ transversal).
We can conclude by stating that the lesson learned
in Messina from the study of its “stormy” past and of a
path of “natural selection” that left the strongest species
alive could bring a significant enrichment to the current
anti−seismic awareness landscape.
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